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ABSTRACT Low Power Wide Area Networks (LPWAN) have emerged as an attractive Internet of Things
(IoT) communication option. When deploying a communication network to support IoT applications, large
coverage and low power consumption are critical requirements. Despite the fact that existing LPWAN
technology solutions promote IoT requirements such as long communication range, energy efficiency,
scalability, and low cost, network performance is a major concern. With so many LPWAN technologies
available, there is a growing interest in evaluating them. Recent works have presented various comparison
studies of LPWAN technologies, but the majority of them have approached the analysis from the standpoint
of comparing technical specifications rather than presenting measurement results obtained from network
deployment scenarios. We argue that by proposing a comparative evaluation from an experimental stand-
point, the comparison discussion is deepened. This paper proposes an experimental comparative evaluation
of LoRaWAN and SigFox, two emerging LPWAN technologies operating in sub-GHz Industrial, Scientific,
and Medical (ISM) frequency bands, based on coverage and energy-efficiency test performance. The
experimental evaluation was proposed first by identifying coverage and energy-efficiency as the two most
important design goals for LPWAN applications. Second, by proposing test performance to evaluate those
goals, where extensive measurements were made in network deployments, and finally, by highlighting the
main performance findings in both networks for comparison purposes. The results show that in a fair-weather
test, LoRaWAN outperformed SigFox in terms of coverage, achieving a higher packet delivery rate (PDR&
80%), and having higher radio strength signal (RSSI & -110 dBm). Sigfox, on the other hand, shows better
energy efficiency with 20% more sent messages under the same test conditions.

20 INDEX TERMS Internet of Things (IoT), wireless sensor networks (WSN), LoRaWAN, SigFox, LPWAN.

I. INTRODUCTION21

Communication networks for the Internet of Things (IoT)22

have gained prominence since the introduction of the IoT23

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Ghufran Ahmed .

paradigm. The International Telecommunications Union 24

(ITU) formally proposed IoT in 2012 [1], [2]. IoT appears 25

to be the most recent evolution of the Internet, which has 26

progressed through five major milestones: First, one-on- 27

one communication, also known as pre-Internet. Commu- 28

nications or content-Internet via the ‘‘www’’. Second, The 29
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services-Internet, or WEB 2.0. Third, The Social WEB,30

also known as the people-Internet, and finally, Machine31

to Machine (M2M), also known as the things-Internet,32

which maintains the same core concepts as the Internet of33

Things [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9]. Identification, sensing,34

communication, computation, and semantics are IoT service35

elements. The primary goal of the Internet of Things is36

to collect data by connecting disparate objects, primarily37

through wireless communication technologies. Because IoT38

end-devices are inherently ubiquitous, devices should primar-39

ily operate with low power consumption because they are40

battery powered and are typically deployed in inaccessible or41

nomadic locations with no access to a constant power source.42

Second, end-devices must operate in large areas, which nec-43

essarily involves communication over long distances of a few44

kilometers in urban areas and tens of kilometers in rural areas.45

As a result, wireless connectivity is required for end-device46

network deployments. Finally, end-devices should be low-47

cost because massive deployment for multiple applications is48

desired, making it impractical to deploy them if end-devices49

are costly to manufacture and maintain.50

There are numerous applications and service providers51

that use IoT technologies today. When using IoT tech-52

nologies, common applications include remote control and53

telemetry, smart cities, health, and smart agriculture [10],54

[11], [12], [13], [14]. As previously stated, IoT devices55

are limited in terms of low cost, low power consumption,56

and ability to operate in remote areas. Because IoT net-57

works are wireless, a variety of communication technologies58

have been developed to address this problem [15], [16],59

[17], [18], [19]. The IoT definition includes an additional60

dimension that involves connectivity for every object, at any61

time and at any moment [1]. As a result, depending on62

the communication range, IoT wireless networks employ63

a wide range of technologies, ranging from Wireless Per-64

sonal Area Network (WPAN) technologies such as Bluetooth,65

Zig-bee, and Wireless Hart, which have coverage between66

10 and 100 meters and are widely used in wearable appli-67

cations such as patient health monitoring [20]. Wireless68

Local Area Network (WLAN) technologies such as IEEE69

802.11a/b/g/n/ac/ah are also included, with radio coverage70

ranging from 100 to 1000 meters. IEEE 802.11-based tech-71

nologies, also known as Wi-Fi, are important for enabling72

connectivity for smart home services. Due to its sensitivity73

to environmental dynamics, the Wi-Fi signal is now widely74

used for various sensing tasks other than communication,75

such as gesture recognition and fall detection [21]. Wireless76

Neighborhood Area Network (WNAN) uses technologies77

such as Wireless Smart Utility Network (WI-SUN), which78

is a forerunner of WPAN networks with IPV6 and coverage79

ranging from 3 to 10 kilometers [22]. Finally, Wireless Wide80

Area Networks (WWAN) include cellular mobile networks81

(2G/3G/4G) and Low Power Wide Area Networks (LPWAN)82

with Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) Releases83

12 and 13 that include Long Term Evolution for Machines84

(LTE-M) and Narrow Band IoT (NB-IoT) in licensed85

spectrum and SigFox, LoRaWAN, Weightless, Ingenu, 86

among others, in unlicensed and dynamic access spec- 87

trum [23], [24], [25]. LPWAN technologies have demon- 88

strated long coverage ranges of 10 to 50 kilometers [11], [24], 89

[26], [27], [28]. The numerous emerging solutions for long- 90

range in IoT wireless networks with low power consumption 91

have attracted the interest of standardization bodies such as 92

the 3GPP and the IEEE Standard Committee. NB-IoT and 93

the IEEE 802.11 standard, for example, developed common 94

technologies that can be used in a variety of scenarios [29]. 95

The works found in the literature have presented several 96

comparative analysis of LPWAN technologies, but to the 97

best of the knowledge of the authors, most of them have 98

limited the evaluation and comparison only by defining a 99

common framework with a systematic approach based on 100

network features and requirements, without presenting mea- 101

surement results obtained from network deployment sce- 102

narios [18], [30], [31], [32], [33]. It is always important 103

to define a common framework when comparing technolo- 104

gies; however, additional questions arise in terms of how 105

to measure performance and test the technologies in terms 106

of the defined requirements. Only few papers have pro- 107

posed an experimental evaluation of LPWAN technologies 108

[34], [35], [36], [37], however, they have been oriented 109

mostly to the exploration of a single technology and focused 110

on one particular performance analysis. As for instance, the 111

authors in [36] and [37] propose experimental evaluation 112

set-ups of LoRaWAN networks for coverage performance 113

in urban or rural scenarios. The work in [34], analyzes the 114

scalabillity of a realistic SigFox communication model by 115

generating SigFox traffic using Software Defined Radios. 116

The work in [35] does include extensive measurement results 117

of NB-IoT, SigFox, and LoRaWAN network deployments 118

in the cities of Brno and Ostrava with plenty of Base Sta- 119

tions, however measurements results are oriented to propose 120

enhancement of selected LPWAN radio propagation models 121

in urban environment, without a comparison perspective. 122

This paper proposes an experimental comparative evalua- 123

tion of LoRaWAN and SigFox in urban and rural scenarios 124

based on coverage and energy-efficiency test performance, 125

as illustrated in Fig. 1. LoRaWAN and SigFox are the 126

most prominent LPWAN technologies operating in sub-GHz 127

Industrial, Scientific, and Medical (ISM) frequency bands at 128

868MHz in Europe and 915MHz in North America. These 129

two network technologies have been widely deployed in over 130

77 countries around the world, connecting billions of end- 131

devices [38], [39]. The following are the main contributions 132

of this work: 133

• An experimental comparison of LoRaWAN and Sig- 134

Fox, as well as a proposal for coverage and energy 135

consumption test performance in both urban and rural 136

scenarios. 137

• We present a technical description of the experiments 138

conducted in urban and rural environments to obtain 139

coverage and energy efficiency tests, demonstrating the 140

practical performance of both networks. 141
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FIGURE 1. Experimental comparative evaluation of LoRaWAN and SigFox: Coverage and
energy-efficiency.

• The analysis drawn from the comparative evaluation142

between SigFox and LoRaWAN that shows which of143

both network technologies perform better in terms of144

radio coverage and energy efficiency in urban scenarios.145

This paper is structured as follows: Section II presents146

a review of recent works in the literature regarding survey,147

overview and evaluation of LPWAN technologies. Section III148

reviews the LPWAN network requirements, design goals149

and the criteria for the selection of coverage and energy-150

efficiency for the experimental evaluation proposed in this151

work. Section IV describes the main features of SigFox152

and LoRaWAN network technologies. Section V presents153

the LoRaWAN and SigFox configuration parameters of154

the network deployments and the description of the cov-155

erage and energy-efficiency experimental performance test156

in urban and rural scenarios. Section VI presents the anal-157

ysis of the experimental results of this work. Finally,158

sectionVII concludes this paper giving the remarks and future159

perspectives.160

II. RELATED WORK161

With a wide range of emerging LPWAN technologies, there is162

a growing interest in evaluating and comparing network per-163

formance, particularly in unlicensed frequency bands. Sev-164

eral works have addressed the need for a common evaluation165

and comparison framework to gain real insights into LPWAN166

technologies, which can provide elements for determining167

which technology is best suited for a specific IoT scenario. 168

In this regard, the overview and comparison of LPWAN solu- 169

tions are only relatedwith their technical specifications which 170

in most of the cases lacks of a systematic analysis and in 171

other cases lacks of experimental test performance proposal 172

for network deployments in different scenarios.We argue that 173

by proposing a comparative evaluation from the perspective 174

of network and test performance, the comparison discussion 175

is taken to the next level, yielding deeper insights into the 176

network’s performance. Following that, some related work 177

is presented, starting with papers that cover a comparative 178

analysis from a specifications standpoint, then moving on to 179

those that follow a comparison based on simulation results, 180

and finally presenting those that propose network deployment 181

scenarios for technology evaluation. 182

Authors in [40] present a comparative study of LPWAN 183

technologies, with a focus on unlicensed-based solutions. 184

The authors include in their comparison study technologies 185

such as Symphony Link and Ingenu RPMA as alternatives 186

for LoRaWAN and SigFox, particularly in industrial environ- 187

ments and operating in the 2.4 GHz frequency band. In this 188

case, the research is conducted from a technical standpoint, 189

specifically by comparing the characteristics of each technol- 190

ogy in each communication stack layer. 191

The work in [41] provides an overview and comparative 192

study of SigFox, LoRaWAN, and NB-IoT. The comparison 193

study is based on the definition of IoT factors such as QoS, 194

deployment model, and cost. Despite the fact that the analysis 195
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is interesting, the comparative framework lacks a systematic196

approach and insights into how to test the performance of IoT197

network technologies.198

The work in [42] presents a survey article with a system-199

atic analysis by defining the design goals and decisions of200

various commercially emerging LPWAN technologies. The201

authors examined six distinct design objectives and identified202

the design decisions required to achieve each objective. The203

system architecture and specifications of each LPWAN tech-204

nology are presented, along with an outline of application use205

in various domains, with the goal of ultimately suggesting an206

appropriate LPWAN solution for each use case. Despite the207

fact that [42] proposes a comprehensive systematic review of208

LPWAN, evaluation and comparison are made solely through209

the identification and comparison of LPWAN design goals210

and specifications, with no reference to a experimental net-211

work deployment.212

The research presented in [43] uses a systematic approach213

for identifying the key characteristics of IoT and machine to214

machine (M2M) applications, translating them into explicit215

requirements, and then deriving the associated LPWAN216

design considerations for SigFox, LoRaWAN, NB-IoT, and217

LTE-M. In this case, the set of design considerations is218

divided into two categories: expected and enhanced. Other219

aspects such as LPWAN architectural topology interconnec-220

tion are also discussed. The comparison is also presented221

from the standpoint of technical specifications analysis, but222

without any evidence of experimental results derived from223

test performance.224

Another work [44] has glanced at the coverage and capac-225

ity of SigFox, LoRaWAN, GPRS, and NB-IoT, based on226

simulated link loss models of end-devices in urban and rural227

scenarios taken from a real sub-1GHz cellular network grid228

in Denmark. The results are obtained by comparing the link229

budget of each technology with the link budget for comput-230

ing the achievable data rate and time on air. Other network231

parameters, such as the probability of uplink random access232

collisions and download blocking, are also estimated; how-233

ever, these results are based on simulation and do not include234

measurement results.235

Finally, only a fewworks have proposed an evaluation from236

the standpoint of network deployment. For example, in [36],237

researchers tested the link quality and transmission perfor-238

mance of a LoRaWAN network using various modulation239

parameters such as the spreading factor (SF), coding rates240

(CR), and bandwidth for various radio propagation scenarios.241

The measurement locations are on a university campus, and242

the network performancemetrics considered are the Received243

Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) and Packet Delivery Rate244

(PDR). Despite the fact that the study is well-described and245

follows a well-structured methodology, the scope of the work246

is limited to one LPWAN technology (LoRaWAN), and the247

measurements are only in an urban scenario.248

In addition, the authors in [37] presented an experimental249

evaluation of LoRaWAN for a wildlife monitoring applica-250

tion in a forest vegetation area. The PDR, RSSI, and Signal-251

to-Noise ratio (SNR) were tested as experimental network 252

metrics for performance evaluation with different payload 253

length, SF, and CR. The experimental evaluation is limited to 254

LoRaWAN and is conducted in a forest environment, where 255

they achieved a maximum communication range of 860 m 256

with an SF of 12. 257

The authors of [34] presented a scalability analysis 258

of the SigFox communication protocol under large-scale 259

high-density conditions using a SigFox traffic generator 260

implemented via Software Defined Radios (SDRs). When 261

360 orthogonal channels are available, the structural scal- 262

ability obtained in the proposed scenario is approximately 263

100 sensor nodes. The experimental evaluation is limited 264

to SigFox, and it is a lab experiment without network 265

deployment. 266

Finally, the authors of [35] presented a case study for 267

selecting accurate radio propagation models for Narrowband 268

IoT (NB-IoT), LoRaWAN, and SigFox LPWAN technolo- 269

gies. Based on experimental measurements, they propose an 270

improvement to selected propagation models. Despite the 271

deployment of experimental network setups for extensive 272

measurements, the goal of the paper is to cross-validate radio 273

propagation models in two cities. In other words, their main 274

contributions are aimed at providing a methodology for fine- 275

tuning propagation models for LPWAN technologies based 276

on experimental results, which falls outside the scope of an 277

experimental comparative evaluation. 278

To summarize, none of the works found in the literature 279

propose an experimental comparison evaluation of different 280

LPWAN technologies based on network deployments. The 281

related works in terms of compared LPWAN technologies, 282

comparison perspective, performance analysis, and evalua- 283

tion scenarios are summarized in Table 1. 284

III. LPWAN REQUIREMENT AND DESIGN GOALS 285

Many works have presented the goals, requirements, and 286

features of LPWAN design [31], [32], [33], [42], [43]. They 287

all agreed that LPWANs are the best network solution for 288

large-scale IoT system deployments over large areas due to 289

their energy-efficient working schemes, low-cost and low- 290

complexity end-devices, low data rates, and high latency. 291

Even though design considerations and requirements differ 292

in some ways, they can be classified as general design goals 293

or considerations. The authors of [43] defined application 294

requirements based on LPWAN coverage, capacity, cost, low 295

power operation, and enhanced characteristics. Coverage has 296

been identified as being fundamental to almost all of the 297

identified main applications, followed by low power opera- 298

tions primarily driven by the lack of electric power supply 299

in remote locations, such as smart agriculture and farming, 300

eHealth, life sciences, wearables, and smart environment 301

applications [17], [28], [45], [46], [47], [48], [49], [50], [51]. 302

Low power operation is highly valued in these applica- 303

tions. The work in [42] defined energy efficiency, long- 304

range, load scalability, low-cost, interference management, 305

and coexistence as design goals in LPWANs where design 306
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TABLE 1. A summary of related work.

decisions such as the operating frequency band (unlicensed307

or licensed), the carrier frequency, the frequency bandwidth,308

the modulation technique, the channel access method, the309

signal diversity technique, the duplexity, and the business310

model are classified based on their impact into the design311

goals. In this regard, range and power consumption are design312

goals where almost all proposed design decisions have a high313

impact on the operating process of LPWANs, demonstrating314

the significance of those requirements.315

Our comparative study was proposed to evaluate LPWAN316

technologies on coverage and energy efficiency, which are317

primary design goals when deploying an LPWAN network.318

These two requirements are discussed further below.319

A. COVERAGE320

LPWAN are intended to work over long distances as321

wide-area networks, which means that their communication322

schemes must allow end-devices to efficiently deliver323

messages over a few kilometers in urban areas and tens of 324

kilometers in rural areas. When compared to mobile cellular 325

networks, the communication target of LPWAN is increased 326

by 10-40 km in rural zones and 1-5 km in urban zones, 327

with a link budget increase of +20 dB. Some applications 328

may require connectivity in indoor environments, particularly 329

underground and basement locations, which are generally 330

difficult to access. In comparison to higher ISM frequency 331

bands, LPWAN achieves long-range communications with 332

robust and reliable characteristics by using Sub-GHz fre- 333

quency bands. In any case, coverage must be evaluated not 334

only from the perspective of the link budget, but also from the 335

standpoint of the package delivery rate (PDR).We considered 336

a target coverage of 5 km in urban areas and 10 km in rural 337

areas, with a PDR of more than 90%. 338

B. ENERGY EFFICIENCY 339

Many IoT applications require end-devices to be ubiquitous; 340

in particular, some applications require devices to be remotely 341

located, so they must be battery powered and not recharge- 342

able. As a result, low power consumption must be ensured 343

through the use of low data ratemodulation techniques. In this 344

regard, the authors of [42] set a target battery lifetime of 345

10 years for end-devices. However, battery life is highly 346

dependent on message sending rate, which is directly related 347

to the type of IoT service, whether critical or massive. 348

IV. LPWAN TECHNOLOGIES 349

LPWAN network technologies used in IoT communica- 350

tions have unique characteristics such as limited packet size 351

(e.g., 127 bytes), variable address length, and low bandwidth. 352

Since 2007, the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) and 353

the Six Low Wide Wide Pan Access Networks (6LoWPAN) 354

groups have been working on the standard for mapping 355

the required services in Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6) 356

over LPWAN networks. The standard specifies a Maximum 357

Transmission Unit (MTU) that uses header compression to 358

reduce transmission overhead caused by IoT requirements. 359

LoRaWAN and SigFox are discussed further below. 360

A. LoRaWAN 361

LoRAWAN is a proprietary LPWAN technology based on 362

the LoRa physical (PHY) layer that provides wide cover- 363

age whereas consuming low energy and transmitting low 364

data rates. Semtech, IBM, Actility, and Microchip created 365

LoRaWAN in North America. The LoRaWAN network is a 366

single-hop network in which end-devices or motes connect 367

directly to a LoRAWAN base station that acts as a gateway to 368

the information server. 369

The LoRa PHYuses Chip Spread Spectrum (CSS)modula- 370

tion. CSS is a Direct-sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) sub- 371

category that uses controlled frequency diversity to recover 372

data from weak signals, even near the noise level. CSS modu- 373

lation was widely used in military communications due to its 374

low transmission power requirements, resistance to channel 375
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degradation, multi-path, fading, Doppler effect, and jamming376

interference [4], [11], [30], [52].377

The Spreading Factor (SF), which can range from 7 to 12,378

is the quantity of transferred bits per symbol in CSS. The379

modulation of the signal is optimized by taking into account380

the number of symbols in chips of 2SF , i.e., when the SF381

is set to 12, the symbol will contain 4096 chips, increasing382

the transmission time. The data rate decreases as the SF383

increases, while the transmission time, the end-device energy384

consumption, and the time delay all increase. The LoRa PHY385

is adaptable in its usage of radio spectrum by allowing the use386

of the same frequency with several SFs, enabling frequency387

orthogonality for multiple links to operate at once.388

The SF is defined in (1), which is related with spread389

bandwidth B, the symbol rate Rs and the chirp duration390

T = 1
Rs

through equation (2).391

SF =
chip rate
symbol rate

(1)392

2SF =
B
Rs
= BT (2)393

During a chirp period, the chirp may encode up to394

SF = 12 bits by changing the frequency-increasing ramp395

based on the 2SF potential chip values. As a result, each chip396

code is created by shifting the chirp reference repeatedly [11].397

A preamble of 10 raw up-chirps and 2 raw down-chirps is398

first transmitted to the receiver in order to estimate frequency,399

time offset, and time synchronization between transmitter400

and receiver. The receiver’s decoder then calculates the offset401

of the coded symbols from the reference frequency after402

synchronization is complete. Gray indexing is employed to403

lower bit error rates (BER).404

Equation (2) demonstrates that LoRaWAN may achieve a405

data throughput of up to 27 kbit/s by configuring a band-406

width of 500 kHz and an SF of 7. LoRaWAN provides the407

freedom to adjust the data rate and the frequency occupancy408

according to the transmission condition by altering the SF and409

the modulation bandwidth. When end devices are linked to410

the gateway over longer distances, a greater SF is typically411

employed, whereas smaller SF values are used over shorter412

distances. Frequency hopping patterns that are well-known413

to both the transmitter and the receiver are typically used for414

sending large amounts of data.415

If Adaptive Data Rate (ADR) is enabled, a slave device,416

a type of end-device used in LoRaWAN, is led by a master417

device. In this context, the Medium Access Control (MAC)418

has the ability to regulate the SF, Bandwidth, and frequency419

band in order to regulate the output power of each node and420

increase the battery life and network capacity. This makes421

it easier to adjust the data rate, shorten transmission and422

reception times, and achieve higher data rates for specific423

applications. The Listen before Talk (LBT) protocol is used424

by a node to discover a free frequency sub-channel when it425

transmits.426

In terms of radio frequency spectrum, LoRaWAN oper-427

ates in the sub-1 GHz bands of 169, 433, 915 MHz in the428

United States and 868 MHz in Europe, particularly in the 429

ISM unlicensed bands where duty-cycle constraints impose 430

channel occupation restrictions [12]. This is a significant 431

limitation for both LoRaWAN and networks using unlicensed 432

frequencies. Therefore, the frequency channel selection must 433

adhere to the maximum duty-cycle and implement pseudo- 434

random channel-hopping at each transmission [53]. 435

By utilizing a pseudo-random frequency hopping 436

approach, an end-device is able to transmit at any time in 437

any open sub-channel. When this occurs, the end devices 438

operate at their highest bandwidth within the constraints of 439

the duty cycle limitation. When the transmission power is 440

greater than 20 dBm, the gateway administrator supports up to 441

104 end-devices. Forward Error Correction (FEC) is amethod 442

used by LoRaWAN to repair errors. The trade-off between 443

coverage and message duration (i.e. Time over the Air - ToA) 444

determines the data rate. High data rates not only increase the 445

ToA but also carry additional data for interference protection. 446

In terms of energy consumption, authors in [27] has 447

addressed the energy consumption of LoRaWAN end-devices 448

for the evaluation of multi-hop bidirectional communication 449

in a wide-area application. Results of their experimental set- 450

up demonstrates a network coverage of 150 m with only 451

6 end-devices, achieving a potential node life-time of 2 years 452

with batteries of 5400 mAh capacity, transmitting every 5s 453

and reaching a reliability above the 80%. 454

In terms of network scalability, authors in [53] present 455

a LoRAWAN network test-bed with a uniform distribution 456

of end-devices, all connected with a network gateway. The 457

estimated path loss is calculated with the Okumura-Hata 458

model for urban cells, the average packet loss probability, 459

and the sensitivity of transmitting end-devices with different 460

SF. Results in [53] demonstrate that when the number of 461

network nodes N is massively increased (0 ≤ N ≤ 10000) 462

with low values of transmitting packets per second λp, the 463

efficiency of the system is limited by the increased number 464

of packet collisions. On the contrary situation, when high 465

values of λp occur, the data rate is limited by the duty 466

cycle. 467

In terms of network coverage, the signal-to-noise ratio and 468

the maximum coverage distance of a LoRaWAN network 469

can be computed by calculating the thermal noise level with 470

the LoRaWAN modulation bandwidth (125 kHz ≤ B ≤ 471

500 kHz) and the noise figure at the receiver. For instance, 472

at 900 MHz with an uplink bandwidth of 500 kHz with 473

an SF of 7, the link budget in free-space conditions and 474

assuming the antenna gains balance roughly the Noise Figure, 475

the signal-to-noise ratio SNR is given by (3). 476

SNRdB = PTx + 95 dB− 20 log10

(
R
λ

)
+ CGdB (3) 477

where R is the distance in meters between the transmitter and 478

receiver, λ is the free-space wavelength in meters and CGdB 479

is spreading coding gain, given by 2.5 SF [11], [54]. Thus, 480

considering an SNR threshold of 8 dB, a link margin of 4 dB 481

and maximum transmission power of 14 dBm allowed by the 482
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ETS regulation [55], [56], [57], the computed coverage range483

is ideally 23.6 km.484

B. SigFox485

For the first time, Hal R. Walker proposes the use of Very486

Minimum Shift Keying (VMSK) for compressing data trans-487

mission in a narrow band frequency in 2004. This modu-488

lation technique advances LPWAN networks but does not489

achieve the expected ultra-narrow bandwidth results. Later490

on, SigFox develops and patents Ultra Narrow Band (UNB)491

technology [11], [16], [58].492

SigFox employs different uplink and downlink modula-493

tion schemes. For the uplink, Sigfox employs a binary data494

broadcast with a BPSK scheme at a low data rate Rb of495

approximately 100 bps on a channel bandwidth of 100 Hz.496

For the downlink, SigFox employs a GFSK scheme oper-497

ating at 500 bps on a 600 Hz spectrum segment. SigFox498

is distinguished by multiple transmissions over frequency499

sub-channels with bandwidths of 100 Hz in a larger band500

of approximately 192 kHz in the ISM bands (868 MHz,501

915 MHz). The benefits of UNB with BPSK are numerous;502

for example, it maintains a high throughput over longer dis-503

tances than CSS [59]. One disadvantage of the Sigfox system504

is the requirement for a high precision oscillator to introduce505

an offset between the average frequency and the operation506

frequency at a specific time. A signal with a low bandwidth507

in UNB generally requires a high system sensitivity and then508

a higher transmitter oscillator precision [14].509

The BPSK demodulation process employs a Fourier Fast510

Transform (FFT), which is applied to the received signal511

and then used in an adaptive detector to identify the spectral512

signature of the UNB signal [11], [16]. Each uplink message513

can be sent up to three times on different frequencies to514

improve reliability. The link is established when the base sta-515

tion responds on the same frequency, allowing the algorithm516

reception of the end-device to be simplified.517

The associated MAC to UNB is Random Frequency and518

Time Division Multiple Access (RFTDMA). End-devices519

randomly access the wireless environment in the time - fre-520

quency domain. This corresponds to the Aloha access pro-521

tocol without previously reviewing the channel occupancy.522

In contrast with classics Aloha transmissions, the carrier fre-523

quency has been chosen inside the working bandwidth within524

a continuous interval in contrast to a predefined discrete525

frequency set [4], [11], [59]. Because no medium sensing is526

required, RFTDMA reduces energy consumption, and time527

synchronization of end-devices.528

The energy consumption of a SigFox end-device ranges529

between 20 mA and 70 mA. This characteristic is determined530

by the message size. It is critical to understand that when531

end-devices are idle, energy consumption can remain very532

low. End-devices can transmit up to 14 dBm in Europe and533

21.7 dBm in America in the frequency bands where SigFox534

can operate. As a result, energy consumption can be adjusted535

to accommodate battery-powered IoT nodes while still allow-536

ing for long-distance transmissions.537

Similar to a LoRaWAN deployment, when we have a data 538

link with a line of sight (LoS), the signal-to-noise relation 539

(SNR) is computed in this case, with the bandwidth occu- 540

pation being much less due to the use of UNB modulation, 541

which is 100 Hz. The noise floor is therefore set to NdBm = 542

−154 dBm +NFdB. The signal-to-noise relation is given by 543

(4) using the same considerations for free space as in the 544

LoRaWAN network. 545

SNRdB = PTx + 132 dB− 20 log10

(
R
λ

)
(4) 546

The received power must be PRx ≥ −140 dBm with an 547

end-device transmission power PTx ≥ 14 dBm allowed by 548

the ETS regulation [57], when taking the same SNR threshold 549

as before of 8 dB and a link margin of 4 dB. This results in a 550

coverage area of thousands of kilometers. In reality, authors 551

in [11] reports a range of 63 km. 552

C. SUMMARY OF MAIN FEATURES OF LoRaWAN 553

AND SigFox 554

With the goal of having comparison between LoRaWAN and 555

SigFox, Table 2 summarizes the main specifications of both 556

technologies. 557

V. LPWAN NETWORK DEPLOYMENTS AND 558

TEST PERFORMANCE 559

LoRaWAN and SigFox were tested in both urban and rural 560

scenarios in this study. The Received Signal Strength Indica- 561

tor (RSSI) was used to test the communication range, as well 562

as the Packet Delivery Rate (PDR) and energy efficiency of 563

its end devices when transmitting in similar environments. 564

The LoRaWAN network was deployed using a Multitech 565

gateway, which can also function as a network server due to a 566

pre-installed application called node-red, which allows direct 567

interaction with received messages via javaScript. As end- 568

devices, Pycom’s LoPy/LoPy4 and SiPy modules were used 569

and programmed in Python, with received messages stored in 570

a SQL database. The configuration parameters of the network 571

deployments are presented in Table 3. 572

A. URBAN SCENARIO 573

The tests for the urban scenario were conducted around 574

our University campus, where the average building height 575

is around 50 meters. A LoRaWAN and SigFox base sta- 576

tion were installed on the terrace of our faculty build- 577

ing, approximately 30 meters above the floor level, in the 578

test scenario. The measurements were taken at distances 579

of 100, 200, 400, and 500 meters from the base stations 580

in four quadrants (A, B, C, D) that covered all directions. 581

Larger measurement distances were not considered in order 582

to ensure comparable wireless channel conditions, primarily 583

because the SigFox base station was part of a SigFox network 584

deployment in the city, and thus other base stations located 585

nearby could provide connectivity. Furthermore, more than 586

four static end devices were tested sending uplink messages 587

in each radio. Using both technologies, over 14000 uplink 588
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TABLE 2. Summary of LoRaWAN and SigFox main technical features.

messages were sent in total. Because the average height589

of the surrounding buildings in this scenario is 40 meters,590

significant link budget losses due to shadowing were antic-591

ipated. The test-bed in the urban scenario for both networks592

is outlined in Fig. 1, where the high building density around593

the base stations is clearly visible.594

B. RURAL SCENARIO595

The rural scenario tests were carried out in a rural area where596

the average building height is less than 10 meters, so low597

link budget losses were expected. Only a LoRaWAN base598

station was installed on a 30 meter high tower in this sce-599

nario, ensuring similar conditions of base station deployment600

in the urban scenario. The measurements were taken from601

100 meters to 11 kilometers away from the base station, and602

over 11000 uplink messages were sent for analysis. Due to603

network operator restrictions, SigFox network deployment604

was not permitted. To ensure a fair performance compari-605

son and analysis, only LoRaWAN results were obtained and606

compared with the case of an urban deployment of the same607

network. The test-bed in the rural scenario for a LoRaWAN608

TABLE 3. Network configuration parameters.

network is shown in Fig. 2, where the low building density 609

around the base station is clearly visible. It is also worth not- 610

ing that quadrants B and C are primarily agricultural harvest 611

areas. 612

C. PERFORMANCE TEST 613

Different tests were designed for the performance evaluation 614

of both networks in urban and rural scenarios, based on the 615

main features, requirements, and design goals of the network 616

considered in III. 617

1) COVERAGE TEST 618

The Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) measurement 619

of each uplink message from the various end-devices situated 620

around the base stations for both urban and rural scenar- 621

ios served as the foundation for the communication range 622

test. Based on the RSSI of the received messages, the test’s 623

objective was to assess the radio coverage provided by the 624

network’s base station. 625

In order to calculate the packet delivery rate (PDR), the 626

received message rates in both base stations were compared 627

to the total amount of uplink messages sent from the end 628

devices. This allowed to compare the two network technolo- 629

gies in the proposed urban scenario and demonstrated how a 630

LoRaWAN network behaved in different radio environments 631

in terms of packet losses. 632

In the urban scenario, 11 static measurement points at 633

various angles in the four quadrants were used for the first 634

radio of 100 m, followed by four points at 200 m, 400 m, 635

and 500 m. In the case of LoRaWAN, the Base Station 636

(BS) intended to receive 250 messages from each end- 637

device located at each point, whereas the SigFox BS was 80 638
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FIGURE 2. LoraWAN test-bed in a rural scenario.

messages from each end-device located at each point, with639

a total of 240 messages received after accounting for final640

re-transmissions. The specification defines the former Sig-641

Fox re-transmission rate as each packet being simultaneously642

re-transmitted through three randomly selected communica-643

tion channels at different time intervals. If a packet is not644

received despite the effort of simultaneous transmission via645

three SigFox channels, it is considered lost. The total number646

of messages received in SigFox could be validated using647

the network provider’s backend. In total, over 14000 uplink648

messages were sent across both networks. The criteria for649

determining the number of uplink sent messages at each point650

were determined based on the total measurement campaign651

time. In this case, the campaign lasted two days during the652

same day hours and similar weather conditions, with each653

uplink message sent every four seconds for both LoRaWAN654

and SigFox end-devices at each point. The goal of the two-655

day campaign was to ensure fair conditions during the test by656

having similar channel conditions for both networks.657

As previously stated, only LoRaWAN BS was installed in658

the rural scenario, and the measurements were oriented to659

obtain the performance metrics of an LPWAN network in660

two different scenarios. In this case, since building shadowing661

was less significant, each radio had only 4 static measurement662

points, one for each quadrant. Radii of 100 m, 300 m, 500 m,663

1 km, 2 km, 3 km, 4 km, 5 km, 7 km, 9 km, and 11 km664

were chosen. A LoRaWAN end-device sent up to 250 uplink665

messages to each point, for a total of over 11000 messages666

sent for the study analysis. In this case, the campaign also667

lasted two days during the same day hours and weather668

conditions to ensure similar channel conditions.669

Because all end-devices were GPS-enabled, each uplink670

message included the following information: the IDmessage,671

the ID end-device, the end-device position, the RSSI value,672

and the message’s timestamp. The maximum transmission673

power was set to 0 dBm, and end-devices in the LoRaWAN 674

network are activated via Over-The-Air Activation (OTAA), 675

with the frequency plan AU915. Furthermore, the SF was set 676

to 7 by default, with an uplink bandwidth of 500 kHz with an 677

operating frequency in the band of 915 MHz. 678

2) ENERGY EFFICIENCY TEST 679

End-devices in LPWAN technologies like LoRaWAN and 680

SigFox are typically in sleep mode whenever an application 681

requires them to be, which minimizes the amount of energy 682

consumed. The end-devices were configured to send the same 683

message for this test. In this case, it was guaranteed that the 684

message would be sent, regardless of whether the base station 685

successfully received it. Every 30 seconds, messages are sent 686

and registered until the battery in the device is completely 687

depleted. Once the uplink message has been sent, each end 688

device’s voltage battery level will bemeasured throughout the 689

process. For this test, an automatic data-logger based on an 690

Arduino platform with an SD shield was integrated, where 691

all time and measured data were saved. The implemented 692

software of the data-logger stores the time stamp obtained 693

from the microcontroller’s Real Time Clock (RTC) and the 694

ADC reading regarding the measured battery voltage. 695

Two 3.7 V Li-Polymer batteries with capacities of 696

4400 mAh and 1800 mAh were used for the test. 697

In unidirectional transmissionmode (ClassA for LoRaWAN), 698

with a payload of 12 bytes for each uplink message sent 699

every 30 seconds, LoRaWAN and SigFox end-devices were 700

configured. The re-transmission message rate of 3 was also 701

considered in the case of SigFox. For statistical validation, 702

the test was repeated several times. 703

VI. MEASUREMENT RESULTS AND 704

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 705

The urban and rural scenarios described in section V were 706

implemented. The outcomes and analysis of the proposed 707

performance test are presented in the paragraphs that follow. 708

FIGURE 3. Average Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) of uplink
messages for LoRaWAN and SigFox in the urban scenario in quadrants A,
B, C, and D. The average RSSI for all distances is also presented for both
technologies.
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FIGURE 4. Packet Delivery Rate (PDR) for SigFox and LoRaWAN networks
in the urban scenario.

A. COVERAGE TEST RESULTS709

The measured RSSI values of the received messages in the710

BS for the 4 quadrants (A,B,C, and D) in the urban scenario711

are shown in Fig. 3. First, it is important to note that quadrants712

C and D have higher losses in both networks than quadrants713

A and B. This is highly likely because quadrants C and D are714

densely populated areas with high buildings (over 30 meters715

tall), which introduce additional shadowing losses. Quadrants716

A and B are primarily urban parks located on the moun-717

tainside, ensuring a better line of sight to the BS. Second,718

the LoRaWAN network exhibits greater robustness in terms719

of losses across the different quadrants, demonstrating that720

CSS modulation is resistant to multipath fading. The average721

RSSI for the two networks is also shown in Fig. 3, showing722

that SigFox consistently experiences higher losses than the723

LoRaWAN network. This fact is highly likely to occur due to724

the gain of the CSS modulation. While LoRaWAN performs725

better in terms of link budget, SigFox exhibits better noise726

sensitivity.727

The results of the Packet Delivery Rate (PDR) in the urban728

scenario are shown in Fig. 4. Both networks perform as729

expected, as PDR decreases with distance in both networks.730

In this regard, under test conditions, SigFox performed731

worse than LoRaWAN in the entire scenario, particularly at732

400 meters, where the difference is notorious, with nearly733

twice the difference in the PDR. Furthermore, LoRAWAN734

performed better overall, with a decrease of approximately735

22% from 100 to 400 meters, whereas SigFox decreased by736

approximately 46%.737

When observing the RSSI in Fig. 3 and the PDR in Fig. 4,738

there is a difference of more than 20 dB in the RSSI between739

both networks at 100meters, resulting in SigFox having a bet-740

ter sensitivity; however, this contrasts with the performance741

obtained in terms of PDR at the same distance, where SigFox742

can reach up to 86%while LoRaWAN can reach up to 98% of743

reliability. This trend does not hold for subsequent distances744

because RSSI values for both networks are closed; how-745

ever, the PDR difference significantly increases. Under these746

FIGURE 5. Average Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) for
LoRaWAN network in the urban and rural scenario.

FIGURE 6. Packet Delivery ratio for LoRaWAN network in a urban and
rural scenario.

conditions, the results show that LoRAWAN end-devices 747

outperform SigFox end-devices in terms of interference. 748

The measured RSSI values of the received messages in 749

the LoRaWAN BS in the rural scenario are shown in Fig. 5, 750

where measurements were carried out until 11 km from 751

the BS. In this context, the results were compared to RSSI 752

measurements obtained with a similar LoRAWAN network 753

deployment in an urban scenario with a distance from the BS 754

of up to 3 km. In general, the results show that RSSI values 755

are higher in the rural scenario than in the urban scenario, 756

as expected. When calculating the link budget in the urban 757

scenario, shadowing and fading effects are clearly visible 758

when compared to the rural scenario, where wireless channels 759

are much more dispersed. In fact, the communication range 760

reach in the urban scenario was 3 km with a PDR of less than 761

1% and an RSSI of around -120 dBm based on PDR results 762

in both scenarios shown in Fig. 6. 763

Other conclusions drawn from the results in Fig. 6 are 764

related to the distance at which PDR decreases significantly 765

for both scenarios; thus, in the urban scenario, PDR drops 766

by 60% above 1 km, whereas in the rural scenario, this 767

occurs above 4 km. After this distance, the reliability is nearly 768
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FIGURE 7. Battery discharge versus sent messages of a SigFox and
LoRaWAN end-devices with 1800 mAh and 4200 mAh battery capacities.

maintained at around 50% in the rural scenario, whereas769

in the urban case, it drops rapidly and no uplink messages770

are received after 3 km. The aforementioned can also be771

seen in Fig. 5, where RSSI values drop to −110 dBm after772

1 km. In contrast, all RSSI values in the rural scenario remain773

above −110 dBm.774

Finally, drawing a general conclusion about the LoRaWAN775

network’s communication range from the results, we dis-776

covered that, under test conditions, BS coverage can extend777

beyond 10 km, and it is highly likely that it can extend beyond778

20 km as computed theoretically, while maintaining a PDR of779

around 40% in a rural setting with a wireless channel free of780

fading and shadowing effects. A different perspective is found781

in an urban scenario, where the communication range is less782

than 2 km under the same PDR conditions. Unfortunately,783

as previously stated, a SigFox network deployment in the784

rural scenario was not possible in this study; however, based785

on the RSSI values presented in Fig.3 and PDR values from786

Fig. 4, we can conclude that the performance of a SigFox787

network in a rural scenario would be similar up to 10 km788

while maintaining RSSI values above −110 dBm but with789

lower PDR values. However, by considering the UNB scheme790

modulation of SigFox in terms of noise interference, the791

network’s performance will be maintained beyond 10 km792

from the BS. In contrast, LoRaWAN CSS modulation is less793

robust to noise level, and it is highly likely that PDR will794

decrease significantly above 10 km when RSSI levels fall795

below the noise level.796

B. ENERGY EFFICIENCY TEST RESULTS797

The results of the energy efficiency test are related to the798

battery discharge profiles of a LoRaWAN and SigFox end-799

devices in terms of the total number of uplink messages800

sent under similar transmission setups. Several tests were801

performed on both cases using batteries of varying capacities.802

In one of the performed tests, the results for LoRaWAN and803

SigFox end-devices powered with an 1800 mAh battery are804

presented in Fig. 7, where it is clearly shown how the battery805

discharge of the LoRaWAN end-device is faster than the806

SigFox end-device, in fact, this represents that, before the807

complete discharge of the battery, the total number of sent 808

messages in the case of SigFox reached up to 1276 messages 809

while LoRa reached 1060 messages. The results are similar 810

in the test with a higher capacity battery (4200 mAh), which 811

is also shown in Fig. 7, where the discharge profiles are 812

maintained for both devices; the only difference with respect 813

to the previous case is the total number of sent messages 814

reached for each end-device, which was 2743 in the case 815

of SigFox and 2237 in the case of LoRaWAN. Based on 816

the previous findings, we can conclude that SigFox technol- 817

ogy is more energy-efficient than LoRaWAN technology in 818

general. 819

In general, the end devices in SigFox and LoRaWAN are 820

in sleep or standby mode for the majority of the time, except 821

when the application requires it, which reduces the amount 822

of energy consumed. A LoRaWAN end device, on the other 823

hand, consumes more power due to synchronous communi- 824

cation, as it invests in the transmission of some additional 825

messages in order to connect with a BS. 826

VII. CONCLUSION 827

In this paper, we propose, for the first time, an experimen- 828

tal evaluation between LoRaWAN and SigFox, two repre- 829

sentative LPWAN technologies that operate in unlicensed 830

frequency bands. This was accomplished by first selecting 831

coverage and energy consumption as the two most important 832

design requirements in the network deployment for LPWAN 833

applications based on criteria found in the literature by var- 834

ious authors. Then, performance test were proposed to eval- 835

uate coverage and energy efficiency which can be adapted 836

for different LPWAN. Finally, in order to apply oriented 837

performance tests with extensive measurements in different 838

outdoor locations covering line and non-line of sight affected 839

by different obstruction and multipath propagation environ- 840

ments, urban and rural scenarios were proposed for obtaining 841

performance metrics for the analysis. 842

According to the findings of this comparative study, the 843

achievable performance of LoRaWAN network technology 844

can greatly vary depending on the deployment scenario, 845

which can be reduced from more than 10 km to less than 846

3 kilometers with a reduction of Packet Delivery Rate (PDR) 847

from more than 90% to less than 40%. Despite the fact that 848

our results are consistent with the communication ranges 849

stated in the specifications, it is evident that measured ranges 850

are significantly shortened compared to the reported standard 851

communication ranges for both technologies in an environ- 852

ment with obstructions over a distance of several kilometers. 853

In accordance with the measured RSSI of the signal, which 854

in the case of LoRaWAN was higher than SigFox at least in 855

5 dB for all distances, our results also show that LoRaWAN 856

outperforms SigFox in an urban environment in terms of cov- 857

erage, obtaining higher PDR. The SigFox results, in contrast, 858

clearly demonstrate a better energy efficiency operation that 859

consistently reaches at least 20%more of sent messages. As a 860

third design goal with a significant effect on the network’s 861
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performance, future work might examine the scalability of862

both networks.863
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